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Adjustable male adaptor union

Adjustable union

SO 11335 OR (Aluminium)

SO 11345 OR (Aluminium)

Other versions:
SO 51335 (Stainless steel)
SO 6335 (Steel)

Other versions:
SO 51345 (Stainless steel)
SO 6345 (Steel)
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with snap ring
Our standard product range includes adjustable standpipe
fittings in all materials. We now offer adjustable aluminium
and stainless steel unions where the nuts are fixed to the union
body by a snap ring. This eliminates the use of a clamping ring
and thus reduces the number of sealing points.
SERTO solutions are based on a modular
system that saves space and involves a small
number of sealing surfaces. Whenever possible, we provide identical ranges in all materials. Following a thorough testing phase,
we have added two adjustable unions to our
stainless steel and aluminium ranges. These
unions were previously only available in our
steel range. The item has a compact design
and is easy to align, making it extremely attractive to our customers. Like every standard
item, these unions are available from stock.
The relevant data can be found in our CAD
library and in our online shop.
The new fittings
The new fittings are the adjustable union
SO 11345 OR (aluminium) / SO 51345
(stainless steel) and the adjustable male
adaptor union SO 11335 OR (aluminium) /
SO 51335 (stainless steel). Both of the aluminium unions are sealed with an O-ring,
a sealing edge is used for the stainless steel
versions. Available are sizes 6 to 35 mm depending on the product family.
The fittings allow for compact, secure and direct adjustability. The adjustable nuts which
are fixed by stainless steel snap rings to the
union body are preassembled by SERTO
and cannot be removed. The connection on
the male adaptor side as well as the tube
connection comply with the SERTO standard.

Installation
The installation process is very easy. The fittings
are lubricated on their front face, screwed in
and adjusted in the required direction. The
adjusting nut is then tightened by hand until
it reaches a stop. Fix the counterpart in place
with a wrench, then use a second wrench to
give the adjusting nut another eighth of a turn
when mounting an aluminium union or a quarter for a stainless steel union. Done.
Benefits for you
What makes these new fittings interesting
for you? Previously, the SERTO range mainly
relied on standpipe fittings to make connections adjustable. A clamping ring is pressed
onto the standpipe and fixed onto the union
body using a nut. This means there are two
sealing points: Standpipe/clamping ring
and clamping ring/union body. These are
two potential leakage points. The new fittings excel with only one sealing surface between the two base parts. No clamping ring
is used, the nut takes its retaining force from
the snap ring. All available standard base
parts with tube connection can be mounted
on the two new unions and thus form complete distributors.
Another advantage is the easy handling. The
union comes completely preassembled. No
separate components. Ready to use immediately.
If you are interested in these unions, please
get in touch with us.
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Customer report

Into space

The team in charge of propulsion:
Lennart Drengemann, Phillipp Küsters,
Alexander Scharf (from left to right)
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with Hochschule Bremen
In March 2020, AQUASONIC II, Hochschule Bremen’s sounding
rocket, is set to lift off from Esrange Space Centre in Sweden.
It will be carrying equipment for a variety of scientific experiments. This would not have been possible without lightweight
SERTO aluminium fittings.
STERN (STudentische Experimental RaketeN,
or 'experimental student rockets') is a project
for students run by the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR). The students have three years
to develop and build a rocket capable of
lifting off from Esrange Space Centre near
Kiruna in the north of Sweden. The rocket is
equipped with a telemetry unit to transmit all
orbit parameters such as acceleration, speed
and altitude to Earth during flight. After the
flight, these data are evaluated by the students. The students can select the fuel combination of the hybrid engines themselves.
In the case of the Bremen Citiy University of
Applied Sciences, the verification of the propulsion systems is carried out at DLR's Trauen
site in the Lüneburg Heath.
Hochschule Bremen and
AQUASONIC II
Hochschule Bremen (Bremen City University
of Applied Sciences) is partnering together
with the STERN programme to develop the
AQUASONIC II sounding rocket. Their aim
is for the rocket to take a payload of 2 kg to
a minimum altitude of 7 km. The rocket will
break the sound barrier when the hybrid engine stops burning, before reaching a maximum speed of Mach 1.2. The entire rocket
is reusable and will parachute back to the
surface once its mission is complete.
The students are allocated to teams responsible for different subsystems. The Propulsion
team is busy perfecting the geometry of the
engine to ensure that it has enough power
for the rocket to lift off and reach a height of
7 km while carrying the payload. The Fuel

Supply team is looking at the unions, tanks
and valves which are required to provide the
necessary gas pressure during the flight. It
is crucial that the system does not have any
leaks and that the valves open at the right
time. And it is precisely in this area that
SERTO is a qualified partner.
SERTO and AQUASONIC II
Launch weight (take-off weight) is a crucial
factor when developing sounding rockets.
Launch weight comprises both the weight of
the fuel and the structure of the rocket itself.
The weight of the fuel will decrease as it is
consumed during the flight. The structure of
the rocket, however, remains constant and
should make up a low percentage of the
launch weight in order for the flight to be
efficient. This can be achieved by using lightweight materials such as aluminium. This is
the only way that the AQUASONIC II rocket
will be capable of carrying the 2 kg payload
for a number of small experiments.
A supply system using stainless steel pipes
and fittings would easily take up 2 kilograms.
This would render the AQUASONIC II
incapable of carrying a payload, negating
the potential for some significant scientific
discoveries. We are therefore thrilled to see
SERTO aluminium fittings being used in the
aviation sector so that additional experiments can be performed during the flight
of AQUASONIC II in addition to firing its
engine.
SERTO wishes the programme every success.
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Technical know-how

Endurance test stands

Hot water test bench
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Climatic test cabinets

for thermal tests
We test out the tightness of products by performing long-term
tests and simulating realistic operational and environmental conditions in our climatic test cabinets and hot water test
benches. These tests allow us to reach conclusions about how
new materials, seals and combinations of materials behave
when exposed to temperature fluctuations.
Technical tests are particularly important
when developing a new range. These include tests which investigate how the new
sizes, fittings, materials or combinations of
materials behave when exposed to a wide
variety of adverse conditions, the pressures
which they are capable of withstanding, and
the conditions under which we can guarantee the tightness of new items. We use external partners for more extensive tests which
stress materials to their limits. Less severe
tests are performed in-house under the close
scrutiny of our technicians. We use long-term
tests to gain an understanding of how materials behave in specific real-world conditions.
What happens if a fitting is exposed to pressure impulses at high temperatures? How
does it respond to temperature fluctuations?
Air conditioning tests
We simulate realistic operational and environmental conditions in our climatic test cabinets. We expose our metallic items to temperature cycles between -70° and +180°C
and statically test their tightness using water
glycol and nitrogen directly in the climatic
test cabinet. Pressure is applied permanently and is monitored. These long-term tests in
our climatic cabinets allow us to assess the
weather resistance of the test specimens,
while also assessing the impact of artificial
weathering processes, e.g. the brittleness of
plastics. We tested size 35 aluminium unions
up to 170°C and 10 bar for weeks before
we added them to our catalogue range.
They remained tight at all times.

Hot water tests
Tests in the climatic test cabinets involve heating the medium indirectly. In our hot water
test bench, we feed a medium heated to a
specific level through the pipes. We have
been testing an assembly of different aluminium unions, tubes and FEP hoses since August 2018 in a simulation of a typical use
case for a power electronics cooling system.
Assembly, operation and maintenance are
all within realistic parameters. The test specimens are exposed to temperatures of up to
+100°C and pressures of up to 10 bar during the week. A water glycol mix is pumped
permanently through the system, and the
pressure is closely monitored. The system is
left to cool over the weekend. The components are disassembled, cleaned, visually
inspected and put through a bubble test to
check for leaks on a regular basis. The test
will run for a total of 10 months. So far, the
specimens have passed all of the tests with
flying colours.
Neither of these tests are designed to provide quick results. It is important for our technicians to gain an insight into how a product
changes over time. Fatigue affects every material over the course of time. This fatigue has
a more noticeable effect when the material
is exposed to stress. It is crucially important
that our products are appropriate and properly configured for your use case. Our Sales
Team is happy to offer advice and support
you during your projects.
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SERTO services

SERTO Online Shop –
www.serto.com

shop.serto.com
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modern with extra benefits
The website and the online shop have a new modern, spacious
and functional design. Discover the new information and functions that both of these tools provide. The Online Shop interfaces directly with SAP and allows you to place your order immediately in our production facilities.
We launched our Online Shop almost 8 years
ago, and it was cutting edge at the time. It
provides up-to-date information and gross
prices for all of the items in the SERTO catalogue. Any changes that we make in our system are visible online immediately. The items
are linked directly to the CAD database. It
allows users to browse SERTO products even
when our offices are closed, like when using
other online mail-order companies. None of
these features are changing.
However, we have moved to a new high
performance system to reflect the innovation and fast pace of development online.
The Online Shop has been given a facelift
as well as a new powerful core. An SAP interface forwards your orders directly to our
production facilities. The components are
then reserved for you and cannot be sold
to anybody else. All relevant documents will
be emailed to you automatically. We have
tested the system thoroughly, and have now
made our new Online Shop available to the
public.
The following functions are now available
after you register:
• Individual prices
The previous system was only capable of
displaying gross prices. It will now incorporate your personal discount when you
login. Your net price will be displayed
when you go to the basket.
• Delivery date
The system uses SAP to analyse the availability of components and show you the
delivery date. You can also choose a later
delivery date if you wish.

• Individual item numbers
If we here at SERTO know your individual
item numbers, the Online Shop will know
them, too. Use your usual numbers to order SERTO items in a convenient manner.
• Order history
Your most recent orders will be available
to view in your account, regardless of
whether you are an online or a direct customer. All relevant documents like invoices, delivery slips and shipping papers will
also be available online.
• Quick orders
Orders which you tend to make repeatedly can be saved as a template and used
whenever you need.
• Card payments
You will still be able to use your previous
payment methods. The new system will
also allow you to pay using a credit card.
New website
We have also given our website an overhaul. We freshened up the design and made
it feel less cramped. We added a lot of new
images and a new structure as well. In addition to telling you about our catalogue
range, the website now provides information
about the wide range of other services we
provide. The Solutions section contains an
extensive amount of new information about
our considerable expertise in the area of assemblies and preassembled tubes.
Have a look when you get a chance.
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A heart for the next

Foto: Stefanie Haltmaier
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generation of footballers
Men who don’t love football? Unthinkable. Some are never short of their own commentary while watching a match.
Others get actively involved by training children and young
people, taking them to tournaments and maybe even setting
the foundation for a successful career in football. We have two
football trainers working here at SERTO AG.
Giancarlo Liberatore
SERTO AG Production Employee
Giancarlo Liberatore joined SERTO AG five
years ago at the new production building
in Frauenfeld. He is part of the team in our
valve unit. He assembles valves and couplings in response to customer orders, tests
them in accordance with internal requirements or our customers requirements and
packs them up. The batch sizes vary significantly, from individual items for prototypes
up to 1000 items for mass-produced orders.
He has a wide range of equipment available
to help him with his assembly work. He likes
the independence and variety in his role.
What do Italians like just as much as their
family, work and cars? Football! As a teenager, Giancarlo Liberatore dreamed of playing football as a professional. His parents
thought that getting a proper education was
more important. His son has the same dream
today. When he was five, Papa took over responsibility for training the Bambini football
team of SG Höri. Giancarlo Liberatore has
been committed to the team ever since. He
runs one and a half hour training sessions
twice a week, with matches on Saturdays
and additional activities. The children love
their trainer. The highlight is a game where
they draw lots to see who has to play against
him. Giancarlo Liberatore realised that even
Italians need to change with the times when
his talented daughter began training. But
Giancarlo Liberatore agrees with his parents
that school is still the most important thing.
He remains passionate about football and
loves to see his juniors and the Italian national team succeed.

Andy Schmid
Project Manager at SERTO AG
Andy Schmid joined SERTO eight years ago.
As a systems project manager, he provides
advice for customers interested in preassembled pipes and special assemblies, and
manages projects from conception through to
installation. Providing customer-specific solutions requires a great deal of technical knowhow and industry knowledge. He is currently
focusing on railway projects, where also legal
requirements and permits play an important
role. For special projects, Andy Schmid has
a well-established network of suppliers and
partners at his disposal in order to be able to
offer customers suitable solutions.
Andy Schmid was a regular sight on the football pitch in Stein am Rhein as a teenager. His
early football career took him up to the 3. Liga,
before he stopped playing for health reasons
and due to a lack of time in his early thirties.
Parallel to his football career, he has already
trained youth teams and earned a coaching diploma. Today he trains a B youth team twice a
week and plays 25 to 30 matches per season
with the team. What is important to the coach
Andy Schmid? Besides the results, fairplay is
very important to him (his team only had two
yellow cards the whole of last season!). He
also wants his players to develop as people
and in terms of their football skills. He is proud
of the fact that some of the players under his
charge will be going up to the 1st team in the
summer. Andy Schmid is also actively involved
as the Head of Operations for the local football
club. He organises an annual football camp for
children and young people. In addition to his
job and family, that’s about 400 hours of pure
football passion for the club and the team.
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News
A wheelchair bus for the
whole family
Families looking after a sick or disabled child at home often feel that their
options for getting around are limited.
Kinderspitex Schweiz (Swiss home
care institution) has launched SpitexMobile, which provides vehicles converted for use with wheelchairs free
of charge so that these families can
all experience something together,
visit grandparents or friends or go
on holiday. The parents are only required to pay for fuel. The vehicles
are paid for by regional companies
which are allowed to put their company logo on the vehicle. SERTO is
proud to be involved in this project.
Our logo will be on the front doors
for the next five years.

All of the vehicles are maintained by
a regional garage and have comprehensive insurance. They are very
easy to use and provide space for
five people and a wheelchair. This
means that the whole family can stay

New catalogue V17
The new version (V17) of the SERTO
catalogue was published in May. It
is 50 pages larger than the previous
edition. It contains a lot of additional
information about sample combinations and assembly instructions, in
addition to the following new items:

We also added aluminium to the resistance list. All of this information is
also available on our Online Shop.
For a printed catalogue, please contact your salesperson or use the contact form on our website.

• Aluminium tube clamps
• PVDF and PA stopcocks
• PA regulating valve
• Adjustable aluminium
and stainless steel unions
(see page 3)
• Individual sizes and entire
groups of items in aluminium
• Assembly aid AC 870
for PVDF/PA unions

on the move. The vehicles are used
by special schools during the day.
They are reserved for families outside
of school hours. These wheelchair buses are available in around 45 locations in eastern Switzerland.

Dear customers and business partners,
Regular readers will surely have noticed that this issue came out a little bit
later than usual. This was due to our
new, modern and well-arranged Online
Shop and our new informative website.
Please have a look at them if you get a
chance. shop.serto.com is an easy
way to buy SERTO products online.
You can also use the Online Shop to
configure and request preassembled
hose lines. Documents of your previous
orders are also available on the Online
Shop. This issue of Uptodate provides
information about the other benefits of
this new shop.

Our new website serto.com provides
a wide range of information about all
of the services provided by SERTO,
which go well beyond the products in
the catalogue. When we designed our
website, we focused on SERTO’s areas
Tube clamp range
of expertise, in addition to the sectors
SERTO launched a polypropylene and fields where our products and ser(PP) tube clamp range five years vices are used.
ago. A short time later, we added
the identical tube clamp range in po- This issue also focuses on the new
lyamide (PA). Demand remains high, adjustable stainless steel and aluminand we have now added aluminium ium unions, in addition to the AQUAtube clamps to the catalogue. These SONIC II sounding rocket which uses
clamps were most popular with clients aluminium products. It also includes inin the vehicle construction sector, but formation about long-term thermal tests
we are convinced that they are just which we perform in our own laboratoas useful in other areas. Add-on parts ry, one of a wide range of tests which
like mounting rails, plates and fixing we have at our disposal.
materials are suitable for all clamp In previous issues, I mentioned that we
materials, regardless of whether they have been investing in additional modare made from PP, PA or aluminium. If ern production facilities due to the high
you are interested, please refer to our level of incoming orders. These meaOnline Shop for more information.
sures are improving all the time, and
we have significantly increased our
production hours in some areas. The
SERTO Group is now almost back to
its usual high delivery capability. However, there may still be delays in some
areas, particularly custom parts.
Summer is coming up and we hope you
have a good holiday. Maybe you will
find the time to give us some feedback
about our Online Shop and our website. That would be much appreciated.
Happy reading!

Masthead
Visual concept: Hochformat GmbH, Winterthur
Layout, Design, Editors: Alexandra Kuhn, Kathrin
Hellwig, Michael Busch
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Contact Switzerland (Headquarters):
SERTO AG, CH-8500 Frauenfeld
info-ch@serto.com
www.serto.com
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Kind regards
Andreas Mühlthaler
CEO SERTO Group

